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ABSTRACT
Aggregated search is the task of incorporating results from different search services, or verticals, into the web search results. Aggregated search coherence refers to the extent to which results from different sources focus on similar senses of a given query. Prior research investigated aggregated search coherence between images and web results. A user study showed that users are more likely to interact with the web results when the images are more consistent with the intended query-sense. We build upon this work and address three outstanding research questions about aggregated search coherence: (1) Does the same “spill-over” effect generalize to other verticals besides images? (2) Is the effect stronger when the vertical results include image thumbnails? and (3) What factors influence if and when a spill-over occurs from a user’s perspective? We investigate these questions using a large-scale crowdsourcing study and a smaller-scale laboratory study. Results suggest that the spill-over effect occurs for some verticals (images, shopping, video), but not others (news), and that including thumbnails in the vertical results has little effect. Qualitative data from our laboratory study provides insights about participants’ actions and thought-processes when faced with (in)coherent results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Commercial search services such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo! provide access to a wide range of services besides web search. These specialized services, or verticals, include search engines for a specific type of media (e.g., images and video) or a specific type of search task (e.g., news and shopping). The goal of aggregated search is to provide integrated access to all these different systems from a single search box. From a system perspective, this is often treated as a two-part task: First, predicting which verticals to present (vertical selection) [4, 5, 10, 13], and second, predicting where in the web results to present them (vertical presentation) [3, 15, 16]. Usually, a vertical is presented by blending a few of its top results somewhere above, within, or below the first page of web results. The goal is to satisfy the user with the blended vertical results, or to convey how their information need might be satisfied by searching the vertical directly.

Aggregated search coherence refers to the extent to which results from different sources focus on similar senses of the query. For example, suppose a user enters the ambiguous query “saturn” and the system decides to blend image vertical results into the web results. If the images are mostly about Saturn the planet and the web results are mostly about Saturn the car, then the aggregated results have a low level of coherence. Conversely, if both sets of results are on the same query-sense or have a similar distribution of both, then the aggregated results have a high level of coherence.

We investigate the effects of aggregated search coherence on search behavior. Specifically, how do the query-senses in the vertical results affect user interaction with the web results? Prior work by Arguello and Capra [2] investigated aggregated search coherence with two components: images and web results. A user study found that given an ambiguous query (e.g., “explorer”), users are more likely to interact with the web results when the blended images are consistent with the user’s intended query-sense. A user looking for information about the Space Shuttle Explorer is more likely to interact with the web results when the blended images contain pictures of the Space Shuttle instead of the Ford Explorer SUV. We refer to this as a “spill-over” effect.

We report on two user studies that investigate the effects of aggregated search coherence on search behavior and address three research questions. Our first research question (RQ1) is whether the same spill-over effect observed by Arguello and Capra [2] happens for other verticals besides images. We focus on a total of four verticals: images, news, shopping, and video.
One important characteristic of aggregated search is that results from different sources are associated with different surrogate representations. For example, image results are represented using thumbnails; video results are represented using still-frames with additional textual meta-data such as the title and duration; and news results are represented using the article’s title, summary, source, and publication date, and may include a thumbnail image about the news story. Prior work found that users interact more with blended verticals that have higher visual salience (e.g., video) [18]. Thus, an important research question is: How does visual salience influence the spill-over effect from the vertical to the web results? We examine this in our second research question (RQ2) by investigating whether including image thumbnails in the vertical results moderates the spill-over effect. Are the vertical results more influential when they include image thumbnails?

Finally, while prior work observed that the query-senses in the vertical results can affect user interaction with the web results, we still know little about how this happens or why. Thus, our third research question (RQ3) investigates what factors influence if and when a spill-over occurs from a user’s perspective.

Our three research questions were investigated in two user studies (Study 1 and Study 2). Study 1 was run on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk using a large pool of remote participants and investigated our first two research questions. To investigate the impact of image thumbnails (RQ2), two of our verticals (news and shopping) had two versions: a text-only version and a thumbnail-augmented version. In this respect, we were able to isolate the contribution of thumbnails on user interaction with the web results. Study 2 investigated RQ3, and was designed to collect qualitative data about users’ actions and thought processes while interacting with our experimental system. Thus, it was run as a smaller laboratory study.

2. RELATED WORK

Current approaches to vertical selection and presentation do not explicitly consider aggregated search coherence. This is largely true in terms of the types of evidence used by existing algorithms to make predictions and in terms of the evaluation methods and metrics used to tune systems and compare their performance. State-of-the-art algorithms for vertical selection and presentation use machine learning to combine a wide range of features, including features derived from the query string [4, 10, 15, 16], from the vertical query-log [3, 4, 9, 10], from the vertical results [3, 4, 9, 10], and from user interactions associated with previous impressions of the query [15, 16]. The present study suggests that features that indicate the level of coherence with other components of the SERP may also have potential benefits.

Aggregated search coherence is also not considered in existing methods for evaluation. The goal of vertical selection is to make binary relevance predictions for a set of candidate verticals. Vertical selection algorithms are typically evaluated using vertical relevance judgements and metrics such as accuracy [4, 5, 10] or precision and recall for each vertical independently [13]. While these metrics are easy to interpret, they assume that all false positive predictions are equal. In this work, we show that this is not the case. Depending on the vertical results, a non-relevant vertical can also affect user interaction with other components of the SERP.

Methods for end-to-end evaluation, which includes vertical selection and presentation, fall under three categories: on-line, test-collection, and whole-page evaluation methods. On-line methods are used to evaluate systems in a production environment using click-through data as implicit feedback. If a vertical is presented, a vertical click indicates a true positive prediction and a vertical skip indicates a false positive prediction [9, 15, 16]. Evaluating based on vertical clicks and skips suffers from the same limitation mentioned above—a false positive prediction, signaled by a vertical skip, may deserve special treatment if it also affects user interaction with other components of the SERP.

Test-collection methods follow a Cranfield-style evaluation [8]. That is, they use a set of queries with (web and vertical) relevance labels and metrics that operate on an aggregated ranking of results. Zhou et al. [19] proposed a test-collection-based metric that accounts for three distinguishing properties between verticals: (1) the likelihood of noticing the vertical results, (2) the expected effort in assessing their relevance, and (3) the expected gain from their relevance to the task. Our experiments suggest a fourth aspect to consider: the spill-over effect from a particular set of vertical results to other components of the SERP.

Bailey et al. [6] proposed a whole-page evaluation methodology referred to as Student Assignment Satisfaction Index (SASI). The method focuses on eliciting human judgments on parts of the SERP within the context of the whole. While query-sense coherence between different components of the SERP (including vertical results) is mentioned as an important aspect of whole-page quality, its effect on user behavior and satisfaction was not investigated.

Low aggregated search coherence occurs when the results from different sources focus on different senses of an ambiguous query. Several trends from prior work suggest that this is a practical problem. The first trend is that users issue ambiguous queries. Sanderson [17] compared queries from a commercial query-log to ambiguous entities in Wikipedia and WordNet and found that 4% of all unique queries and 16% of all unique head queries (the most frequent) were ambiguous in terms of their intended query-sense.

The second trend relates to the aggregated search system, especially considering that current algorithms do not explicitly enforce coherence. Given an ambiguous query (“snow leopard”), one strategy for any search engine is to diversify results (to return results about the “snow leopard” the animal and the operating system). That said, within aggregated search, nothing guarantees that the top results from different sources will have the same query-sense distribution. First, different collections may have different distributions. For instance, a collection of images will probably have more images of “snow leopard” the animal, while a collection of products for sale will probably have more product pages about the operating system. Second, the ranking algorithms used by different sources often favor different types of results. For instance, a news vertical may favor articles that are recent [9], while a local vertical may favor businesses that are geographically close [1]. Thus, given an ambiguous query, even if different collections have a similar query-sense distribution, the top-ranked results from different systems may be associated with different senses—those favored by that particular ranker.

While we focus on the spill-over from vertical to web results, prior work considered the spill-over from advertise-
ments on the SERP to the web results. Kalyanaraman and Ivory [11] found that ad relevance (the extent to which the topic of the ad matches the topic of the query) can affect users’ attitudes towards the web search results. However, this effect was only present when the ad included a thumbnail image in addition to the text. This result helps motivate our second research question (RQ2), which considers whether including thumbnails in the vertical results moderates the spill-over to the web results.

3. METHOD AND MATERIALS

We report on two user studies (Study 1 and Study 2). Both studies involved participants completing a series of search tasks using a live search engine. Study 1 was aimed at answering our first two research questions (RQ1 and RQ2) and was run on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk using a large pool of participants. Study 2 was aimed at answering our third research question (RQ3) and, in order to gather qualitative data about participants actions and thought processes, was run as a laboratory study. In the next sections, we describe the experimental design that was common to both user studies (Section 3.1), our experimental variables (Section 3.2), and our study materials (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). Finally, we describe Study 1 and Study 2 in more detail in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.

3.1 Experimental Design

The experimental protocol used in both studies is shown in Figure 1. Participants were given a search task and asked to use a live search engine to find a webpage containing the requested information. Search tasks had the form “Find information about <entity>,” for example “Find biographical information about the band The Eagles,” or “Find information about the life cycle of a beetle.” The live search engine was implemented using the Bing Web Search API.

![Figure 1: Experimental protocol.](image)

Our goal was to study search behavior under the following situation: First, the user has a search task in mind (“Find information about the plot of the 2009 movie New Moon.”) and issues to the system an ambiguous query (“new moon”), which could mean the movie or the lunar phase. Then, in response to this query, the system returns web results and blended vertical results with a particular query-sense distribution. Finally, based on these results, the user must decide to interact with the web results or reformulate the query. In order to study this situation in a controlled environment, participants were told that, “to help you get started [with the search task], you will be provided with an initial query and a set of results”. This SERP, called the initial SERP, is where the experimental manipulation took place.

Each search task proceeded as follows. After reading a set of instructions, participants were routed to the initial SERP, which included the search task description, an initial query, and an initial set of results, supposedly returned by the system in response to the initial query. As described in more detail below, the initial query was purposely ambiguous (e.g., “new moon”) and the initial results included web results and, depending on the experimental condition, results from one of four verticals (images, news, shopping, and video) blended between web ranks three and four. The web results corresponded to the top-10 results returned by the Bing Web Search API and the vertical results were experimentally manipulated as described in Section 3.2. All the web and vertical results were cached in advance.

From the initial SERP, participants were instructed to search naturally by either examining the results provided or by issuing their own queries. Clicking on a result (either a result in the initial SERP or a SERP from a participant’s query) opened the landing page inside an HTML frame. A button was displayed above the frame labeled: “Click here if this webpage contains the requested information”. Clicking this button ended the search task. Beyond starting from the initial SERP, participants were given no other constraints. They were free to examine any result and to use the browser back button to continue searching and issuing new queries. Participant queries returned results from the Bing Web Search API without vertical results. In both studies, participants were told that our goal was to test a new search engine.

Our goal was to investigate whether users are more likely to interact with the web results when the vertical results are more consistent with the intended query-sense. Thus, in both studies, our main focus was on participants’ responses to the initial SERP. In Study 1, we focused on two binary-valued outcome measures: (1) Did the participant click on a web result from the initial SERP? and (2) Did the participant ultimately select a web result from the initial SERP as containing the requested information? In Study 2, we focused on participants’ think-aloud comments and interview responses about their actions on the initial SERP.

3.2 Experimental Variables

Between Studies 1 and 2, we manipulated the following experimental variables: vertical, vertical query-sense, and vertical image. These variables controlled which vertical was blended into the initial SERP and how it was displayed.

The vertical variable manipulated the vertical blended into the initial SERP. In total, we experimented with four different verticals: images, video, news, and shopping. Study 1 used all four and Study 2 focused on images and news. The images, video, and news verticals were implemented using search APIs provided by Bing and the shopping vertical was implemented using the eBay Product Search API.
shots of blended results from all four verticals are shown in Figure 2. The blended vertical results were designed to look similar to how they look in commercial systems such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo!. Image results were displayed using thumbnails; video results were displayed using still-frames and included the video’s title and duration; news results were displayed using the title, summary snippet, news source, and publication age; and shopping results were displayed using the product name, price, and condition (new, used). As described in more detail below, the news and shopping verticals had two versions: a text-only version and a version that also displayed image thumbnails in addition to the text. For the news vertical, we used a reduced-sized rendering of an image pulled from the underlying webpage. For the shopping result, we used the image of the product provided by the eBay API.

The vertical query-sense variable manipulated the query-senses represented in the blended vertical results and had three different values: on-target, off-target, and mixed. On-target results were all consistent with the search task description, off-target results were all inconsistent with the search task description, and mixed results had a combination of on-target and off-target results. For the images, shopping, and video verticals, mixed results displayed two on-target and three off-target results. For the news vertical, mixed results displayed one on-target and two off-target results.

The vertical image variable manipulated the use of image thumbnails in the vertical results and had two values: images and no images. In the images condition, each blended vertical result included a thumbnail in addition to the textual components, while in the no images condition, each vertical result displayed only the textual components. It seemed unlikely that images and video results would ever be displayed without thumbnails. Therefore, the vertical image variable was only manipulated for news and shopping.

3.3 Search Task Design

We constructed a total of 300 search tasks (75 search tasks per vertical). Each search task had four components: a search task description, an initial query, an on-target query-sense, and an off-target query-sense. The search task description consisted of a request for information, for example “Find information about the Proton car company.” As described above, participants began each search task from an initial SERP, which included the search task description, an initial query, a set of web results, and, depending on the experimental condition, blended results from one out of four verticals. By design, the initial query (e.g., “proton”) was ambiguous. The on-target query-sense was defined as the same query-sense associated with the search task description (e.g., Proton, the car company) and the off-target query-sense was defined as a different query-sense (e.g., proton, the subatomic particle).

Our search tasks were designed using a procedure similar to that used by Arguello and Capra [2] and Sander son [17]. First, we needed to gather a set of ambiguous entities. To this end, we identified all entities associated with a Wikipedia disambiguation page. In Wikipedia, a disambiguation page serves as a navigational hub and contains links to articles about difference senses of an ambiguous entity. For instance, the disambiguation page about the entity “explorer” has links to articles on the Ford SUV, the Space Shuttle, and the web browser. A total of 122,130 Wikipedia disambiguation pages were identified using regular expressions (i.e., any Wikipedia page having “disambiguation” in the title or the “{disambig}” tag in the Wiki mark-up).

Second, our ultimate goal was to use ambiguous Wikipedia entities as the initial queries in our tasks. To this end, we wanted entities that a user might actually issue to a web search engine. Thus, we filtered all entities not appearing in the AOL query-log at least once. This resulted in a subset of 34,151 candidate entities.

Third, we wanted entities with a strong orientation towards one of our four verticals: images, news, shopping, and video. Four possibly overlapping subsets of entities where constructed by issuing each entity to the Bing search engine and identifying those entities that triggered the images, news, shopping, and video vertical. Of the original subset of 34,151 candidate entities, 20,080 triggered the images vertical, 7,065 triggered the news vertical, 3,814 triggered the shopping vertical, and 7,073 triggered the video vertical.

Fourth, because we planned to experimentally manipulate the query-senses in the blended vertical results, we wanted entities that might retrieve a mixture of senses in the top vertical results. Therefore, we issued each subset of entities to its corresponding API (the Bing Image, News, and Video Search API; and the eBay Product Search API) and identified 75 entities per vertical where the top results were on multiple query-senses.

Finally, for each entity, we selected one sense as the on-target sense and another as the off-target sense and constructed the search task description to be consistent with the on-target sense. Search tasks were designed to require web results rather than vertical results. Table 1 shows a few example tasks.

3.4 Vertical Images

One of our goals was to investigate the impact of thumbnails on the spill-over effect (RQ2). To facilitate this analysis, two of our verticals (news and shopping) had a text-only version and a thumbnail-augmented version.

Implementing both versions of the shopping vertical was straightforward. In addition to the textual metadata associated with each result (the product title, price, and condition), the eBay Product Search API returns a thumbnail of the product. The text-only version displayed only the textual metadata and the image-augmented version displayed the thumbnails in addition to the textual meta-data.

Implementing both versions of the news vertical required more work because the Bing News Search API does not return images. To associate an image with each news result, we ran a preliminary annotation task on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Our ultimate goal was to augment each news result with a single image pulled from the underlying webpage. The selection criterion was that the image had to strongly relate to the main topic of the news article.

The image assessment study proceeded as follows. First, we cached a set of 5 on-target and 5 off-target news results for each of the 75 news tasks. Second, we used wget to cache every image referenced in each result. Third, for each page, a candidate set of up to ten images was selected using a rule-based classifier that scored images based on size, aspect-ratio, color distribution, file-type, and filename (many images used as icons and buttons specify this func-

Due to space limitations, we cover only the necessary details of this study and the refer the reader to Capra et al. [7].
...tion in the filename). Finally, we designed a Mechanical Turk task where participants were shown a news article and its candidate images side-by-side and were asked to “rate how well each image is related to the main topic of this webpage.” Responses were indicated on a 7-point scale using radio buttons anchored with the labels very unrelated on the left and very related on the right. For each news result, we collected image annotations from five redundant workers. The HIT was priced at $0.10 USD. After the annotation effort, we associated a single image with each news result by randomly selecting from those images with an average rating of five or greater. News results without a “good” image were discarded. In the end, we were left with three on-target and three off-target news results with an associated image.

3.5 Study 1

Study 1 was aimed at answering our first two research questions: (RQ1) Does the spill-over effect generalize across different verticals (images, news, shopping, and video)? and (RQ2) Does the presence of thumbnails in the vertical results moderate the spill-over effect? Study 1 was run on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk using a large pool of participants. Each HIT consisted of a single search task and, as described in Section 3.1, each search task originated from an initial SERP, which was experimentally manipulated.

Study 1 manipulated all three experimental variables described in Section 3.2: vertical, vertical query-sense, and vertical image. This resulted in a total of 1,650 experimental conditions, counted as follows. The images and video verticals always displayed thumbnails and were therefore each associated with 225 experimental conditions (75 search tasks × 3 vertical query-senses × 1 vertical image condition = 225). On the other hand, the news and shopping verticals had two versions (a text-only and thumbnail-augmented version) and were therefore each associated with 450 experimental conditions (75 search tasks × 3 vertical query-senses × 2 vertical image conditions = 450). Finally, for each of our 300 search tasks, we also collected interaction data with the initial SERP displaying only web results, for a total of 1,650 conditions (225 + 225 + 450 + 450 + 300 = 1,650). For each experimental condition, we collected interaction data from 10 redundant participants for a total of 16,500 HITs. Each HIT was priced at $0.10 USD.

While the experiment was run on MTurk, our HITs were implemented as external HITs, meaning that everything besides recruitment and compensation was managed by our own server. Managing our HITs locally allowed us to control the assignment of participants to experimental conditions, to detect and reject careless workers “on the fly”, and to record the necessary user interactions with the initial SERP and the live search engine. Participants were assigned to experimental conditions randomly, except that the same participant could not see the same search task more than once (for different vertical query-sense and vertical image conditions).
Quality control was done in three ways. First, we restricted our HITs to workers with at least a 95% acceptance rate and, to help ensure English proficiency, to workers within the US. Second, prior to the experiment, one of the authors judged the relevance of every web result presented in an initial SERP, and participants who marked three (initial SERP) non-relevant results as containing the requested information were not allowed to do more HITs. Finally, to obtain behavioral data from a large pool of participants, workers were not allowed to do more than 25 of our HITs. In the end, we collected data from 993 participants.

### 3.6 Study 2

Study 2 focused on our third result question: (RQ3) What factors influence if and when a spell-over occurs from a user’s perspective? In other words, in which situations do the query-senses in the vertical results affect user engagement with the web results? In order to gather qualitative data about participants’ actions in the initial SERP, Study 2 was run as a laboratory study.

Study 2 manipulated two of the variables discussed in Section 3.2: vertical and vertical query-sense. Based on results from Study 1, we focused on the two verticals that elicited the most divergent behavior from participants (images and news) and the two most extreme vertical query-sense conditions (off-target and on-target). For each vertical, we selected four tasks: two that exhibited a strong spell-over effect in Study 1 (the vertical results had a strong effect on user interaction with the web results) and two tasks that exhibited a weak spell-over effect. In total, Study 2 was associated with 16 experimental conditions (2 verticals × 4 tasks per vertical × 2 vertical query-senses × 1 vertical image condition = 16). Different from Study 1, we did not manipulate the vertical image variable. Thus, news results always included thumbnails. The search tasks used in Study 2 are marked with a ∗ in Table 1.

Sixteen participants (6 male and 10 female) were recruited from our university. Participants were graduate students from various fields of study. Similar to Study 1, participants were asked to complete a series of search tasks and each search task originated from an initial SERP. Once again, participants were told that the initial SERP was provided to “help you get started” and were instructed to search naturally by examining the results provided or doing their own searches. As in Study 1, our focus was on participants’ responses to the initial SERP. Participants were compensated with $20 USD.

Study 2 participants completed a series of five search tasks. The first task was a practice task used the familiarize participants with the protocol. The remaining four experimental tasks were evenly divided between images vs. news and off-target vs. on-target. Search tasks were rotated to control for possible learning and fatigue effects, and, of course, no participant did the same search task more than once.

In order to collect qualitative data about participants’ actions in the initial SERP, search sessions were recorded using screen recording software and participants were asked to describe their searches using a two-stage retrospective stimulated recall method. After completing each task, we played the recorded search and asked participants to explain their actions and thought processes. At this first stage, we only prompted participants to explain what they were thinking and the only follow-up prompt was a request to “tell us more”. Our intention was to capture participants’ thought processes immediately after searching and to avoid influencing their subsequent behavior by asking potentially biasing questions.

Then, after completing all five search tasks, we played each search for the participant a second time, pausing the video when necessary. At this second stage, participants were asked specific questions about their experience with the initial SERP. Our ultimate goal was to determine: (1) whether the participant noticed the blended vertical results; (2) whether they recognized the query-senses in the vertical results; and (3) whether the vertical results influenced their actions on the initial SERP and, if so, how. In order to avoid biasing their responses, we did not ask these questions directly. Instead, we asked participants to identify (in order) each result they remembered seeing on the initial SERP. Then, for each result, we asked whether they had tried to figure out what the result was about and, if not, why. Then, we asked what motivated their next action. In cases where they quickly reformulated the initial query, we asked why they thought they would not find the requested information on the page. Conversely, in cases where they examined the initial SERP more closely, we asked why they thought they...
would find the requested information on the page. Again, we note that this process was carefully designed to elicit answers to the underlying questions of interest, while not revealing information that would bias participants responses on subsequent tasks. All responses from participants were recorded using a second screen recording system that was running throughout the entire experiment. Finally, participant responses were analyzed as described in Section 5.

4. STUDY 1 RESULTS
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present our results with respect to RQ1 and RQ2, respectively.

4.1 Vertical Analysis
In this section, we examine whether the spill-over effect generalizes across verticals: images, news, shopping, and video. We focus on the versions of the news and shopping verticals that included thumbnails. User engagement with the initial SERP web results was operationalized using two binary outcome measures: (1) Did the participant click on at least one initial SERP web result? *(clicked web)* and (2) Did the participant ultimately select an initial SERP web result as containing the requested information? *(selected web).* Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the percentage of participants for which each outcome measure was true. Recall that each vertical had its own unique set of 75 search tasks. In addition to presenting results for the on-target (on), mixed (mixed), and off-target (off) vertical query-sense conditions, we present results for when no vertical was displayed (web only). Because each experimental condition was experienced by 10 redundant participants, all percentages reported in Figure 3 are for 750 participants (75 × 10 = 750).

The strongest spill-over effect was observed for the images vertical. A chi-squared test shows a significant main effect on both outcome measures: (clicked web: \(\chi^2(3) = 19.600, p < .001\); selected web: \(\chi^2(3) = 14.600, p < .05\)). For clicked web, post-hoc comparisons\(^3\) show significant differences between on-target images and both mixed images \((p < .05)\) and off-target images \((p < .001)\), and marginally significant differences between mixed and off-target images \((p = .059)\). Participants were 30% more likely to click an initial SERP web result when the images were on-target vs. off-target \((an increase from 37.87\% to 49.20\%)\) and 13% more likely when the images were on-target vs. mixed \((an increase from 43.39\% to 49.20\%)\). Furthermore, post-hoc comparisons show a significant difference between off-target images and the web only condition \((p < .05)\). Participants were 15% less likely to click an initial SERP web result when the images were off-target than when no vertical was presented \((a reduction from 44.40\% to 37.87\%)\). Showing off-target images significantly reduced user interaction with the web results compared to not showing images at all. Similar trends were observed for selected web.

For the shopping vertical, a chi-squared test shows a significant main effect on both outcome measures \((clicked web: \chi^2(3) = 9.856, p < .05; selected web: \chi^2(3) = 7.712, p = .05)\). For clicked web, post-hoc comparisons show significant differences between on- and off-target shopping results \((p < .05)\) and between mixed and off-target shopping results \((p < .05)\). Furthermore, post-hoc comparisons show a significant difference between off-target shopping results and the web only condition \((p < .05)\). As with the images vertical, showing off-target shopping results significantly reduced user interaction with the web results compared to not showing the vertical at all. Similar trends were observed for the selected web measure. However, post-hoc comparisons only showed a significant difference between on- and off-target shopping results \((p < .05)\) and a marginally significant difference between off-target and web only \((p = .06)\).

For the video vertical, both outcome measures were also greater when the video results were on-target. However, while the upward trend was consistent with the images and shopping verticals, it was less pronounced. The effect of the query-sense in the video results was not significant for either measure \((clicked web: \chi^2(3) = 1.311, p = .726; selected web: \chi^2(3) = 2.73, p = .435)\).

Finally, the trend for the news vertical was quite different. Instead of the upward trend observed for images, shopping, and video, the query-senses in the news results had almost no effect on either outcome measure \((clicked web: \chi^2(3) = 3.808, p = .283; selected web: \chi^2(3) = 3.072, p = .381)\).

To summarize, our results show a strong and significant spill-over for the images vertical and shopping vertical; a noticeable, but non-significant spill-over for the video vertical; and no spill-over for the news vertical. We discuss possible explanations for these results in Section 6.

---

\(^3\)All post-hoc comparisons were done using the modified Bonferroni correction outlined in Keppel (p.109) \[12\].
4.2 Thumbnail Analysis

In this section, we examine whether including thumbnail images in the shopping and news results moderates the spill-over from the vertical to the web results. Similar to the previous analysis, both outcome variables were highly correlated, so we focus our discussion on clicked web.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of participants who clicked on at least one initial SERP web result. We show results for shopping and news (with and without thumbnails) separately and include results for the on-target, mixed, and off-target vertical query-sense conditions as well as the web only condition. Again, the percentages are with respect to the 750 participants exposed to each condition.

Figure 4: Percentage of participants who clicked on at least one initial SERP web result for the shopping and news verticals with and without thumbnails.

For each vertical, we used a logistic regression to test the interaction between vertical query-sense (on-target, mixed, off-target) and vertical image (text-only, thumbnails). The web only condition was used as the control variable.

For the shopping vertical, the only significant predictor was the indicator variable for the off-target vertical query-sense (Wald’s $\chi^2(1) = 4.009, p < .05$). The odds ratio for this variable was 0.809 (less than one), which is consistent with the results shown in Figure 4. Off-target shopping results (with or without images) significantly reduced clicked web compared to the web only condition. The fact that no other predictor was significant suggests that thumbnails did not have a significant main effect and did not moderate the spill-over from the vertical to the web results.

For the news vertical, the logistic regression analysis showed that none of the input variables were significant predictors of clicked web. In other words, neither the vertical query-sense, the presence of thumbnails, nor their combination had a significant effect on clicked web. We discuss possible explanations for these results in Section 6.

5. STUDY 2 RESULTS

Study 2 investigated our third research question: What factors influence if and when a spill-over occurs from a user’s perspective? The goal was to collect qualitative data about participants’ actions and thought processes on the initial SERP. The data collected from Study 2 was analyzed as follows. Recall that Study 2 had 64 experimental search tasks (excluding the practice tasks). We reviewed the think-aloud comments and interview responses from participants and assigned each search task to one of four outcomes.

Positive and Negative spill-over: the on-target (off-target) vertical results increased (decreased) the participant’s engagement with the initial SERP web results.

No spill-over: the vertical results had no effect on the participant’s engagement with the initial SERP web results.

Unknown spill-over: the effect of the vertical could not be determined from the participant’s comments/responses.

Of the 64 search tasks, 25 (39%) had a spill-over, 33 (52%) had no spill-over, and 6 (9%) had unknown spill-over. Of the 25 that had a spill-over, 15 had a positive and 10 had a negative spill-over. Consistent with Study 1, most spill-overs happened for the images (17) vs. the news vertical (8).

5.1 Positive Spill-over

Positive spill-overs happened in two situations. In the first, the on-target vertical results increased the participant’s confidence in the overall results (including the web results).

P13: “I saw pictures of the lake [on-target images], and it was an indication that I was getting close.”

P3: “The first thing I noticed were the coffee makers [on-target images] ...then, I clicked on the second result because I assumed it was about the coffee maker company. I didn’t even read it.”

P6: “I thought the links on the page [web results] would be more specific because all the images were about Saint Basil [on-target images].”

In the second situation, we observed a more subtle process. Two participants reported lacking prior knowledge about the task and using the images to get ideas about things to search for on the SERP. Visual cues provided by the on-target images increased the participant’s engagement with the web results.

P13: “I saw the picture of the lake and the map of California [on-target images] ...and I thought that Salton Sea must be a lake in California... But, I didn’t see the California Parks and Recreation page, so I tightened-up the query.”

P11: “When I read [the task description], I knew that I didn’t know anything about the topic... First I saw the pictures [on-target images], and I saw that China Lake was a military base in the West Coast. Then I went back up and started going down the page.”

5.2 Negative Spill-over

Negative spill-overs happened exclusively because the off-target vertical results decreased the participant’s confidence in the overall results (including the web results).

P7: “I knew that these pictures were about the TV show [off-target news thumbnails], That was the biggest indicator that the results were about the TV show.”

P10: “I noticed the TV’s [off-target images] ...and knew that I should probably put something about coffee in the query.”

P10: “I noticed the pictures [off-target news thumbnails] and was wondering why poker came up. Then I thought, of course ‘World Series of Poker’, and that’s when I thought there was probably a better query.”
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5.3 No Spill-over
Based on our analysis, there were four situations that re-
sulted in no spill-over. In the first situation, the top web
results caused the participant to not even perceive the verti-
cal results. In these cases, participants reported immediately
noticing the off-target or off-target web
result and reformulating the query.

P15: “I think I just looked at the top result. I looked at
Saint Basil” [bold text in top result summary]...I don’t
remember seeing these pictures [off-target images].”

P14: “I didn’t look at these [news vertical results]. I looked
at the top result and noticed that it said something about
vacations [web result about the city of Durango] and de-
cided that the query was too general. I didn’t look at much
else.”

In the second situation, the participant perceived the ver-
tical results, but recognized them as being a specific type of
result, not be relevant to the task. Consequently, the par-
ticipant did not process the vertical results enough to notice
their on-target or off-target query-sense.

P2: “I noticed the pictures first [off-target images]... But, I
didn’t try to figure out what they were about because I knew
they wouldn’t give me historical information.”

P11 “I looked at the news articles with the pictures [on-
target news results], but I wanted tourism information and
I know that a news article wouldn’t have that.... I just
discarded those.”

P12: “I did notice the news results again [off-target news
results], but because I was looking for historical information
[about the first baseball World Series], I didn’t try to figure
out what they were about. Now I see they’re about poker.”

Third, one participant perceived the vertical results (in
this case, off-target images) and processed their content enough
to recognize their query-sense. However, the participant did
not perceive the off-target images as being off-target.

P14: “I noticed these briefly [off-target images], and I fig-
ured this place [Saint Basil’s Cathedral] had to be somehow
related to Saint Basil.”

Finally, some participants reported noticing the vertical
results, recognizing their query-sense, and trying to assess
their relevance to the task. Interestingly, this happened
mostly for on-target news results. This category is distinct
from the second category mentioned above. In this category,
we believe that the participant expended effort assessing the
relevance of the on-target vertical results.

P10: “I looked at the images [on-target news thumbnails]
...but nothing seemed tourism-related...that’s when I just
said: Forget it, I’m just gonna do a totally different query.”

P9: “Clearly, I was getting some Las Vegas stuff [on-target
news results], but I thought I would need a more specific
query to answer the question.”

6. DISCUSSION
With respect to RQ1, results from Study 1 suggest that the
spill-over effect occurs for some verticals (images, shopping,
and, to a lesser extent, video), but not others (news). While
the trend for video was not significant, it was consist-
tent with images and shopping. Insights gained from Study
2 provide possible explanations for these results. We elabo-
rate on these at the end of this section.

With respect to RQ2, results from Study 1 also found
that including thumbnails in the news and shopping results
had little effect. That is, the shopping results caused a simi-
lar amount of spill-over with or without thumbnails, and the
news results caused no spill-over with or without thumbnails.

For shopping, including thumbnails had a small impact. As
shown in Figure 4, for the on-target condition, including
thumbnails increased clicked web from 43.73% to 45.07%,
and, for the off-target condition, including thumbnails de-
creased clicked web from 38.27% to 37.81%. However, as
shown in Section 4.2, this interaction was not significant.

There are at least two possible explanations for why thumb-
nails were not more influential. First, the vertical results
were always blended between web results three and four,
probably always above the fold. Thumbnails might have a
greater effect when the vertical is blended below the fold,
where the thumbnails might draw more attention than the
text-only surrogates. Second, the amount of text associ-
ated with our news and shopping surrogates was significant.

It is also possible that the textual components conveyed
equal information to make the query-sense(s) recognizable.

Prior work on image-augmented surrogates found that users
mostly rely on the images when the textual components are
poor [14].

With respect to RQ3, Study 2 found different processes at
play. In cases of a spill-over, participant responses suggest
that the on-/off-target vertical results increased/decreased
their confidence in the SERP as a whole (including the web
results). During negative spill-overs, for example, partici-
pants reported noticing the off-target vertical results and
thinking that the query was too broad. This is an impor-
tant result. Implicit in this behavior is the assumption that
the vertical and web results are related or coherent. These
participants used the vertical results as proxy for judging
the whole SERP (including the web results).

Even in cases where the on-target images gave participants ideas about
things to search for on the SERP, there is the implicit as-
sumption that the vertical and the web results contain sim-
ilar information. That is, the visual cues provided by the
images are applicable to the web results.

Study 2 also provided examples of no spill-over. As one
might expect, at least two things must happen for a spill-over
to happen: (1) the user must perceive the vertical results
and (2) must recognize their query-sense(s). When partici-
pants did not perceive the vertical, it was mostly due to the
top web results—either a top web result was highly relevant
(resulting in an immediate click) or highly off-target (result-
found that images have a stronger spill-over when the top
results are off-target. Our results are consistent with theirs,
but suggest that highly off-target web results can also cause
the user to reformulate before perceiving the vertical results.

In cases where participants perceived, but did not process
the vertical results, it was mostly because they recognized
the vertical results as being a specific type of result, not
The participant did not process the vertical results enough to recognize the on-/off-target sense. Finally, Study 2 also had cases where the participant perceived the vertical results, recognized their query-sense, but no spill-over happened. In one particular case, the participant did not perceive the off-target vertical results as being off-target, possibly because the on-/off-target query-senses were closely related. In most cases, and mostly for on-target news, the participant assessed the on-target vertical results, determined they were not relevant to the task, and left the initial SERP. This suggests that a positive spill-over may not occur if the user expends fruitless effort in assessing the on-target vertical results.

Results from Study 2 provide two possible explanations for why video had only a weak spill-over and news had no spill-over. At the core is the hypothesis that processing news and video results required more cognitive effort. News results were displayed using more text than the others and video results were displayed using still-frames, which do not always easily convey the main topic of the video (at least compared to how a thumbnail describes an image or a product). Our first explanation is that participants often perceived the news and video results, but did not recognize their query-senses because they required too much cognitive effort to process. All verticals were probably perceived by many participants as a specific type of result, not relevant to the task. However, because the news and video results required more effort to process, they were probably skipped more often than the images and shopping results. Our second explanation (not mutually exclusive with the first), is that the participants who did process the news and video results expended enough cognitive effort that they were soon-after ready to explore a new query. Future work might consider whether spill-overs happen more for vertical results that require less cognitive effort to process.

7. CONCLUSION

We reported on two user studies that show that the query-senses in the vertical results can affect user interaction with the web results. Results from our first study show that the “spill-over” effect happens for some verticals, but not others, and that including thumbnails in the vertical results has little effect (at least when the vertical is ranked high). Results from our second study show examples of how/why a spill-over does or does not happen from a user’s perspective.

Our results suggest that a spill-over happens when users: (1) perceive the vertical, (2) recognize their on-/off-target results, and (3) allow these to increase/decrease their confidence on the SERP as a whole. Our analysis points to several factors that may influence whether a spill-over happens. The vertical rank, the vertical presentation, and the web results themselves are likely to affect whether a user even perceives the vertical. Factors such as a user’s view of the vertical as a “non-web component” and the cognitive effort required in processing the vertical results may influence whether a user recognizes the vertical query-senses. And, finally, factors such as a user’s topic familiarity (their ability to recognize an off-target sense), their mental model of the system, and the interface design may affect whether results from one component are used to evaluate another.

Further understanding aggregated search coherence and search behavior has important implications for aggregated search and open questions remain. Additional user studies are needed to understand which factors (of the user, the vertical, the web results, and the overall layout) determine whether a spill-over effect happens. After gaining more insight into these factors, future work should focus on designing evaluation methodologies and aggregated search algorithms that model cross-component effects.
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